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Teacher’s Note

Heroine by Brittany

The stories inside this issue are veiled narratives about their
inner thoughts and beliefs. Most of them have a strong desire
to love and be loved, and for over an hour each morning, they
write and discuss fiction with enthusiasm. It releases the
creative imagination and calms them. It becomes a place where
anything is possible, a place where they can be themselves—
free of judgment, a place where they belong, where they can
feel like part of a group, a place that reminds them that they are
alive and things will get better.
So listening to their stories means that I must be willing to
follow where they lead me. Sometimes they lead me to the
Seven Wonders of the World, and tell me they would be a great
candidate for the eighth wonder, if the world ever decided to
add another one. Sometimes they lead me into the depths of
their suffering—a father or mother has died, a father or mother
is an addict, a father or mother is in prison. Sometimes they
lead me into a world of abuse that happened between the ages
of five and eleven. Sometimes they lead me to a noose, to a
razor, to an overdose, and I refuse to go. I make them rewrite
them, because there must be a step away from this abyss. Then
there are times when they lead me into the wonderful mind of
their imaginations, and I never want to leave. But it all begins
with a willingness to go, to listen, to hear, to follow. May you
follow as well.
I do not edit the stories or correct them in any way. They
appear as the student typed them. Enjoy their imaginations!

You caught me from my first fall, never let me down.
Not only do you save me, you teach me. When I feel
like everything is against me you prove wrong, you
save me like it's easy. You saved me, you really saved
me and I know you will today, tomorrow, and even
when you’re gone. I'm not
addicted to drugs, but you’re
my heroine.

—Robert Stofel, Teacher
www.360westproject.com

Mom you saved me you really
saved me!
Love, Neens

Caught Between a Rock and a Hard Place
by Carson
Have you ever said things you never
meant?
Words that your mouth had spent
Words that got you caught between a
rock and a hard place
Things like “I hate your face”
Words that you never really mean
because you knew it’s not as it seems
Things that are too extreme
but you know that those people really love you
even though the hateful words you say are never really
true.
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What Has Become
By: Tina
She stares at her reflection
Looking in disgust at what she has become
Broken
Scarred
Ugly
Stupid
She feels worthless
Worthless and unlovable
She frowns at herself
Taking in every flaw, every weakness
And she realizes why they ridicule her
She has always been imperfect
And she wonders
“Will being skinny make me beautiful?”
Then she sighs
Turns away from the mirror
And cries away all her worries
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A Dedication
By: Tina
Angels are Watching
By Kaitlyn
Angels are watching over us,
I try to believe my angel is my poppa
He past Feb. 28, 2012
He is with me everywhere I go
Angels are watching over all of us
If you don't believe so,
It's okay, that's your choice not mine.
TRAPPED by Kim

I’m trapped in a
place that has
mirrors were nobody wants to live
were no-body
wants to breath were no-body wants to speak
because it is life-less maybe if I pay attention to
what these people have to say then I can make a
change and make this place happy and playful so
maybe one day Iwill be reborn and recovered
enough to stay alive..

Stop thinking darling
You’ll drive yourself mad
I know the thoughts you’re thinking
And we both know they’re bad
Lovely, you’re gorgeous
You don’t need to lose weight
You’re perfect the way you are
I understand that self-hate
Smile, beautiful
I promise, I know the pain
Don’t overthink about life
Stop walking down memory lane
Don’t stare at your scars
They’ll slowly fade away
Let your emotions out
Don’t keep your tears at bay
Step up to the window
Look up at the stars
Close your eyes, take a breath
Remember who you are
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Lost Butterfly By: Martha
I want my mother but I can't
I can't I am stuck in a glass jar.
It feels like I am going to pass out.
I am lonely and scared I don't know what
to do. I wish that someone will help me.
The Butterfly saw a light and a beautiful
angle came to her and said you are fin nothing
is wrong with you. Your just tired.

Take Me Higher by McKenzie
Calm, peaceful, tranquil
golden gates and golden roads
White, smooth wings
real smiles
real laughs
all love, no hate
happiness, no sadness
beautiful, young magical higher power
he welcomes you into your new home
he says, you'll always be safe with me.

Up Against Nothing
By Michael
He leaves
He breaths
He sees
He abbreviates things
An alone cold child
Who sees no season
And the reason he lies, the reason they see
thru his eyes as the child
Closes the door with his back up against
nothing
And starts to cry, Why?
Cause he’s been labeled, fabled, and unable to
be cradled
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Homesick by: Jocelyn
Homesick is when your been gone a long or short
period of time from home. I have been gone
home for about a week. I had been in the
hospital for 2 nights. I ran away Friday &
Saturday. I do
not know why I
am here, but I
really would like
to know. I
should not be
here. I did not
do anything
bad, for real. I really want to go home to see my
girlfriend & my family/friends. I really miss & love
them. Being away from them is like I already died
& I am missed dearly. I really learned from just
being here one day.
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Dad by Brittany
You controlled me
for so long, but I let
you. You gripped so
hard that I felt lost.
You treated me like I
was a rag doll, but
you never quite threw me away. You kept me to play
with my feelings and right when I thought I could
call you dad again you broke me to pieces. Today is
the day I'm setting myself free. I have a family that
loves me and all the words I thought were just
background noise were actually true. I'm strong,
beautiful, and wise. It took me awhile to see because
you kept the mirror fogged up, thankfully a couple of
girls showed me how to clear it up, and a few guys
made me laugh, smile, and trust. Two staff members
need to know they saved me as well. Thank you to
everyone who has helped me.
See Dad, I am worth something
You were the one that was wrong
Thank you,
Tristan
Tina
Chandler
Carson,
and Michael
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Gambling Your Life Away
By Carson
You take a couple pills
Just for the thrills
You smoke a little flower
Feel like you have powers
You can’t seem to stop
Even after dealing with the cops
So just remember one thing
When you gamble with dice,
Drugs will ruin your life.

The Girl Who Loved Tattoos
By Chandler
There is a girl with tattoos she
different her outcomes are
greater than anybody else in
world she loves tattoos about
Jesus she knows
that Jesus will love her through even if her family
hates her she knows god will love her through
thick and thin her tattoos is what she has been
through.
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Free by Kim
I came in here to get help
with my problems but what
I didn't
expect to find a friend I
found someone new and
she was nice
smart and pretty like she
understood me and where I came from
and I want to say thank you McKenzie for
teaching me that there's
more to life than just cutting and she made me
feel free so yeah
thank you McKenzie.....

Butterfly by Kaitlyn
Butterfly I wish I was a butterfly
I would fly high in to the sky
I would be free
Flap my wings and go anywhere I please
Beautiful butterfly
How I wish I was a butterfly
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Fear by Marty
I am scared I don’t know
what to do. There is something
wrong with my life I am bullied by
parents. There is a boy that I like but
I don’t know how to tell him. My mother
has pasted and I still see her but my fathers
don’t believe me.

Kimberly My New Friend
By McKenzie
Oh my god! This girl is my long lost
twin. We've only been chilling for about three to
four days, but we've connected. She's seen me
cry, she's heard me vent, she's made me laugh.
She's helped me when I've fallen. She doesn't
judge me. We've talked about so much. I can't
wait until we hang out outside in the real world.
She's my chalk-writing buddy. Love you!
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The Voices
By Michael
The choices
The voices
tell me to do things that me
upset and angry and you,
I know what you want,
I know what you need just give me a
moment I don’t like you Fiends

The Girl Who Grew Up Too Fast
By: Tina
When she was little
All she wanted was to grow up
She wanted to be an “adult”
So she could make her own rules
Be her own boss
She never thought it would be reversed
Now that she's “grown up”
She's seen all the bad things in life
And longs for the innocence she once had
But it's too late
The scars will stay
Forever reminding her
Reminding her that she wasn't strong enough
And to try and make her believe
That she will never be enough
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Guardian Angel By:
Tristin
When you're broken
you look for someone to save you
someone who will see the word
you haven’t spoken
Someone to be your guardian angel
You can look your whole life
for someone to catch you when you fall
someone to know the real you
and accept your imperfections and all
you may find someone who you think ins your savior
but in reality you are your own savior
you need to save yourself
you need to be your own guardian angel
cause nobody else will
FIN
By Carson
The world has come to an end
Everyone's life is now fin
Everyone wears a mask to cover their face
This is the end of the human race
War and Chaos rule the land
Now no one will join hands
You are all alone in the world
All you have is that little girl.
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Lion by
Chandler
I’m just like a lion just prowling
hunting some prey it feels like I am
in a zoo and I just want to break
free and run away I feel like someone has put a tranquillizer dart. I
just want to be a lion and eat like one and sleep to
and we both have the same features like eyes
hair and teeth and all
the same stuff

By Jocelyn
Trapped In a Closet

I am dark, I am fallen, I am trapped inside this
closet.
Nowhere to go,
but to think about
where I started.
I have hurt, my pain has left.
I have made better choices & decisions.
I'm ready to manage and begin from a new start.
Get my life on track.
I've been trapped for too long, I'm ready to be
free.
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Beauty Inside by Karson
She laughs at her hurt and pain, knowing it'll
never go away.
She'll smile when there is no beauty, She knows
what’s
within and not without . Her head is full of lies
mixed with doubt.
Her heart constantly is broken so she goes
without.
Knowing she can be beautiful if you look within.
But her eyes can tell lies to keep you engaged in.
So if you see her, her eyes are blue and stout.
And her lips whisper secrets you'll never know
about.
It's not what the outside of a person looks about.
But the key to a heart that beauty knows all
about.
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Fly Away by Kaitlyn
Fly Away
Fly high, sky high
Far away from here
No drama, no stress
Just wish I would fly high and
far away.

Evil Girl By: Martha
I had that doll ever since I was 5.
My parents tried to take
her away.
I scream and cried I don’t
want them to take her
away.
They are scared of me
and that is a bad thing.
My doll comes to life
they are scared of her too.
I love to play with tiffany but I
want my parents to have fun too.
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Toastin’ Hostess
By Jon
The war was finial coming to a halt.
The hostess army had made their final move
across enemy lines. Their mission was to
overtake the little Debbie factory. Supply were
short with only a few rations of Twinkies and
hardly any ammo “potatoes” the hostess had to
make the final decision when and how to
overtake little Debbie. February 2, 2014 the
hostess make their move.
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Broken angel
Heart is broken
Soul is gone
Here I stand without my love
Broken wings, empty tears....
Thinking what’s my purpose here
Heaven is hell without you here
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The Lonely Fish
By Christian
This fish was scared to abide to
the conformity of society. He
was judged by every other fish
in the sea, He had yet to find a
fish like him or one that would
even tolerate being around him.
He knew what it was like to be so lonely. So whenever
he came across a lonely crab. He led that lonely crab
into the light of friendship. The fish and crab became
the best of friends, but they were looked down upon
because well, fish just don’t become friends. But they
showed the rest of the fish in the sea that new friends
are right under your nose if you look to everyone for it
and not just who society says is ok to befriend.

That Tree by Grace
As I slowly go cause winter is
coming I feel it leave through my
branches. It is pain from the men
who try to cut me down. I know I
am strong but I want to leave this
world. There is also good in my life the people
that come and water me and sit down to talk to
me. I really like them too.
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Silence
by Jessica
Have you ever something to
say but too afraid to say it? It
really sucks. You hide behind a
fake smile. People see you smile
but have no idea what you really feel. They
don’t see your pain or fear. All they see is that
silent smile on your face.

I’m Strong By: Jocelyn
I’m strong, and smart.
I used to blame people for things
I did but not no more.
I’m the one that make bad choices.
Being locked up for a couple of days turns into
a long time.
Life is so short & you should enjoy it . I'm
strong & powerful I stand up for my actions.
When I get out I'm going to be a better person .
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The Power ;
By Karson
You got the power to
change minds & to heal
hearts over time.
To meet new people & see new lands
every day you wake up is new again
But power you abuse can kill someone
just because you told them to do
something they'd never think of. So
what you lose you can gain again it’s
just how you use your power within.
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The Kitten
by Sierra
How did I get here? I've
always been adventurous but
never like this and now I'm
stuck here and the only way
out is to jump or should I stay
and wait for someone to save me? But what
happens if no one comes? Maybe I can find
another way out I just can't give up no now and
probable not ever.

The Snowman by Maddie
I be melting. Melting &
withering away. I do not
know who made me, but
they screwed up
somewhere. I tried to run
away, to find something
new. I kept malting the
more and more I ran &
collapsed on the steps.
All Alone

Paper Heart – Zoe
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My life is like a paper heart.
You know how you trust someone so much, and you get closer and
closer to that person?
Then you give him everything you possibly have, Slowly tearing the
paper heart.
Then that person leaves with the papers and burns the pieces of
paper.
And leaves you with nothing.
Monster in me
by Alyssa
This monster in me is
Impossible to escape…
I try to run..
I try to hide but, nothing can save me
from myself.
I am lost
Who can help me In this hell people call
life..
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The Power of Music
By Christian
Music can be a very powerful
medicine. It can pull you out of
a very dark place. It can make
you happy when nothing else
will. Many people can find lyrics that relate to
their life reassuring you that you aren’t the only
one going through that same thing you're
battling with.
Life is a Gamble by Jon
Life is a gamble. Its full
of faceless decisions
you yourself cannot see.
However your morals
can see every
imperfection and flaw in
the decisions. Any way
you look at the decisions
you have a 50/50 chance
of rite or wrong. The rite
thing is always the hardest to choose but the
wrong will only get worse.
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Alone ; By Karson
Alone and cold
theirs no hope inside.
As I was born I knew
I would die. We come into this world as we
go out alone and with fear and doubt. As
you grow your heart gets colder mind gets
stronger and face gets older. But no
matter what happens through our life we
all die alone and cold with no one by side.

Carnival by Makayla
I ran away from cause my
sister wants me out of the
house and I want her out of
the house so I went to the
carnival I fell into a dude
named Dalton and I have
been friends with him since second grade and
now I like him and he kinda likes me and when I
say hi Dalton smiles and says my name.
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Problems by Sierra
I can’t escape from
my problems no
matter how hard I
try they always
follow me everywhere
I go. I am trying and
all I want is to get
better. I still have
hope but it’s not
enough to get me
through. Maybe one day I’ll be ok I just hope
that day is today. Because freedom from my
problems is all I need.

The Blue Butterfly
By Maddie
There’s a big blue
butterfly. It blends in
perfectly, well almost.
Its eyes seem to give it
away though. You can tell everything from its
eyes, and you can see what its hiding.
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The Scream by Robert
This man is screaming about
life. This world and his life
are corrupted, thanks to
everybody around him.
They've laughed at him,
hurt him mentally and
physically. He'd had enough,
and screamed. He then left
and started anew.

The Turtle
By Travon
The turtle escaped from the
ship and onto the sea, And he running from the
pirates. And he belong in the sea because that his
family live.
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My Angel by Jessica
I woke one dreadful night after fighting with my mother
only to see the figure of a boy that looked like an angel but
his wings were black and
messed up. I asked what had
happened but he said don't
worry about me. I'm here to
save you from the hell that
you call realty. We flew off
in the night sky. We finally
stooped on a small island. There were people there that were
just like me. They all have been through pain and suffering.
The island was beautiful. It had the most beautiful flowers I
have ever seen. It seemed as if there was no care in the world.
All the depressed children seemed happy for once in their
life. As I looked around I saw I wasn't the only one with an
angel all the others had one also. Soon it all disappeared and
nothing was left as I woke up form such a beautiful dream.

When I'm gone by Jessica
Will you miss me when I'm gone? Will you miss my
giggles or my cry? Will you miss my smile or my frown?
Will you miss the way I danced like no one was looking
around the room or the way I sing out loud when you and I
were the only two around? Are you gonna miss when I'm
gone?
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Artist by Alyssa

The magic bottle By Zoe
~*I found a bottle of magic polish.*~
When you take a sip, it will make you flawless.
All the Scars and CUTS will disappear.
Therefore, you can start over, accomplish hopes, and
fight your fears.
It may not fix everything, but it will help. Good thoughts,
good people are like the ~*wishing from a wale. *~
The Star by Jessica
I'm the star of this crazy messed up show. Why
everyone looks up to me. We will
never know I live in a world of
sorrow and pain. But I will never
show. I have to be strong for all
the people. I will never really
know. They will never really
know me ether but I will stay
strong for our little show.

There was a girl who liked to paint.
But this picture had a twist.
The paint brush is a razor.
And her canvos is her wist.
She trys to stop day by day.
But nothing seems to change She wonders if there is a
way out of this cycle.
She thinks and she thinks but nothing comes to mind.
She just sits there with her back turned to everyone.
Shes lonely wishing she would trully be happy .
But intel then she just sits there crying empty tears.
Wishing someone would pull me out of this dark hole.

Elephant by Christian
The elephant is a very majestic
animal ruling the land it walks on.
Everybody looks up to the elephant.
The elephant has come so far in
surviving the treacherous land it lives
on. It is friends with everything and
anything, from the eagle to the worm, it brings joy
wherever it goes. Everybody strides to be more and more
like the elephant. The elephant will one day raise one of
its own and the land will have another majestic role model
to lead them once one has vanished.
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Stuck in Your Room
By Madison
All alone, stuck in your room. The
workers around, won’t listen to
you. You should fear, but you
don’t care, You have to pick your fights. There will be no
fighting tonight. They’re not worth it. Being solitary is
okay, because it won’t be like that every day. The cameras
can see you and they can hear, but that’s fine, only for a
couple of days, until everything’s okay. Soon this will
seem like no big deal & everything will be healed.

The Lightning Horse
by Makayla
the horse is struck by lighting
and it super powers are it will
win races cause it will run like
lighting and it will save
peoples health and if they need
help yes a king horse will hear
about lighting own it to win
cause it is fast and runs very
fast of its lighting power and the horses name is
lighting
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The Avengers' Last Stand
The Avengers stood,
old and weary. Loki
threatened New
York city. Behind
him, an army of
their greatest
foes. Behind our heroes, an army of
SHIELD agents. They lunged for the
villains. Hours later, the battle was won.
Loki and his army was all captured and on
the SHIELD Helicarrier. New York City had
become a battleground. Later, they would
start to rebuild. But not now. For now,
our heroes needed rest. The Avengers, old
and weary, rested for the next battle.

The kitten by Travon
The kitten loves to
prank jokes on the
other animals and the
house but something
went wrong in the
house. The kitten stuffed the other animals
in the cup. And he stuffed genning pig in a
cup.

